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The first 5 questions are about the information below.   
 

On Fridays you work a two and a half hour shift.  You start at 9:30.  You have to polish the 
floors in 5 corridors, then meet your supervisor for an appraisal.  Each corridor takes 25 
minutes to clean.   
 

1. What time will you finish your shift? 

a) 11:30 
b) 11:15 
c) 12:00 

 
2. How many minutes does your shift last? 

a) 150 
b) 180 
c) 120 

 
3. How long (in minutes) will it take to clean all 5 corridors? 

a) 100 minutes 
b) 125 minutes 
c) 150 minutes 
 

4. How much time will be left for your meeting with your supervisor? 

a) 20 minutes 
b) 25 minutes 
c) 30 minutes 

 
5. You are asked to come in early to do an hour and a half overtime. What time will you start 

work?                 

a) 8:30 
b) 9:00 
c) 9:30 
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Answers 
These questions are about the information below.   
 

On Fridays you work a two and a half hour shift.  You start at 9:30.  You have to polish the 
floors in 5 corridors, then meet your supervisor for an appraisal.  Each corridor takes 25 
minutes to clean.   
 

1. What time will you finish your shift? 

a) 11:30   No, 5 floors will take you 2 hours and 5 minutes to clean. 
b) 11:15   No, 5 floors will take you 2 hours and 5 minutes to clean. 
c) 12:00   Yes, this is the right answer! 

 
2. How many minutes does your shift last? 

a. 150  Yes, this is the right answer! 
a) 180  No, your shift is two and half hours and there are 60 minutes in an hour. 
b) 120  No, your shift is two and half hours and there are 60 minutes in an hour. 

 
3. How long (in minutes) will it take to clean all 5 corridors? 

a) 100 minutes  No, the sum is 5 x 25 
b. 125 minutes   Yes, this is the right answer! 
b) 150 minutes   No, the sum is 5 x 25 
 

4. How much time will be left for your meeting with your supervisor? 

a) 20 minutes  No, as it takes 125 minutes to clean all 5 corridors. 
c. 25 minutes   Yes, this is the right answer! 
b) 30 minutes  No, as it takes 125 minutes to clean all 5 corridors. 

 
5. You are asked to come in early to do an hour and a half overtime. What time will you start 

work?                  

a) 8:00   Yes, this is the right answer! 
b) 9:00  No, this is only half an hour before the start of your shift. 
c) 9:30  No, this is the time your normal shift starts. 

 

 


